AGENDA
PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Date:
Meeting Time:
Meeting Location:

Tuesday, October 19, 2021
4:00 p.m.

Cloverdale Regional Library, 401 N. Cloverdale Blvd,
Cloverdale, CA 95425

IMPORTANT:
ALL ATTENDEES ARE REQUIRED TO WEAR MASKS
All Members of the subcommittee will be participating in the meeting in-person. If you would like to provide
public comment, we encourage you to submit them via email to the City Clerk at: yspence@rgs.ca.gov. The
public may also view and participate in the meeting using Zoom. Please refer to the end of the agenda for
instructions on how to view the meeting and provide public comment using Zoom:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88444286308

Subcommittee Members:
Chair Melanie Bagby, Councilmember
Assistant City Manager/CDD Kevin Thompson
Vice Chair Marta Cruz, Vice Mayor
City Manager David Kelley
1. Call to Order:
2. Communications:
a) Robert Koslowsky- Energy Efficiency
3. Public Comment: Members of the public may comment on any matter not on this agenda. Please limit

comments to three minutes. Members of the public may comment on items on the agenda when the
subcommittee considers that item. To make a public comment, use the “raise hand”
icon on your smart
device or desktop computer, or dial *9 if you are using just your telephone.

4. Approval of Minutes: August 17, 2021
5. Current Items for Discussion
a) Development of a Citywide Complete Streets Plan
b) Urban Heat Islands
c) Overview of 2nd Street Park Master Plan
6. Standing Items
a) Update on Six Acres Water Company/South Cloverdale Water Company
b) Dog Park Location
c) Update Community Development Planning Log
d) Review Climate Change and Sustainability Projects/Technologies
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I. Smart Water Metering Devices
e) Regional Housing Needs Allocation
f) Amendment to Ordinance Prohibiting the Use and Sale of Disposable Food Service Ware and
Other Products Containing Polystyrene Foam
g) Senate Bill 69 - North Coast Railroad Authority: right-of-way: Great Redwood Trail Agency:
Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit District
7. Information Only Memos/Updates
8. Future Agenda Items (subject to change)
9. Pending Items
10. Good of the Order
11. Adjournment: Adjourn to next scheduled meeting December 21, 2021, at 4:00 p.m.
**IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING**
PLEASE NOTE
This Meeting will be conducted pursuant to the provisions of the Governor’s Executive Order N-29-20, which
suspended certain requirements of the Brown Act. In order to minimize the spread of the COVID 19 virus,
please do the following:
• Attendees may join the meeting through the use of Zoom at: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88444286308
/ Webinar ID: 884 4428 6308 or by dialing US: +1 669 900 6833 and entering Webinar ID: 884 4428 6308
•

Attendees will be muted until they are called upon for Public Comment. To make a public comment, use
the “raise hand”
icon on your smart device or desktop computer, or dial *9 if you are using just your
telephone. Please listen carefully for the Chair or City Clerk to address you by name (or phone number)
and for the audible Zoom notification that you have been unmuted. Once you begin your public comment,
your three (3) minutes will begin.

•

If you would prefer to submit public comment in writing, please email your comments to
yspence@rgs.ca.gov. If you are commenting on a specific agenda item or items, please state the agenda
item number(s) in the subject line of the email. All comments received via email will be provided to the
Subcommittee in writing and included as a part of the record of the meeting.

•

The City of Cloverdale thanks you in advance for taking all precautions to prevent spreading the COVID 19
virus.

CERTIFICATION – Pursuant to Government Code § 54954.2, the agenda for this meeting was properly posted on or before
5:00 p.m., 10/14/2021.
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Item 2
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ROB KOSLOWSKY
ROBERT KOSLOWSKY
Banning Electric Kettles to Prevent Blackouts
Monday, August 16, 2021 3:21:05 AM

Banning Electric Kettles to Prevent Blackouts

“Stop Using Teakettles and Electric Kettles to De-stress the Grid and
Watch a pre-recorded Superbowl at Staggered Times to Ensure Grid
Integrity.” – Policy wonks

My previous note highlighted that the underlying message from the State,
imploring Californians to stop using power between 4 in the afternoon and
10 at night, is to make up, in part, for the growing demand of electricity
attributed to mandated government insistence on all-electric homes and
electric vehicles (EVs). To offset consumer increase for more electricity
and to Keep it Golden, plans are in the works to ensure more efficiency
(more regulation) in household appliances and the eventual outright ban of
specific power-hungry electrical devices (in the form of yet-to-beannounced penalties).
Three of these offending appliance groups are hair dryers and irons,
electric kettles for boiling water, and pool pumps. In the first edition of this
three-part series, I reviewed the “dangers” of using hair dryers and steam
irons, plus curling irons.
In this second edition, the offending electric kettle is examined for its
“threat” to Californians’ electric grid. Defining out-of-favor in-home
appliances is just another volley in a long list of concerted government
attempts to tamp down the need for electricity, since round-the-clock
power production has been deemed bad for the environment. Nature, the
State of California insists, will define when humanity has access to power,
i.e., when the sun shines and when the wind blows, not when people need
it.
Most Californians disagree with continued government interference and
control over how to use their energy, when to use their energy, and the
increasing costs needed to fund the government bureaucracy and armies
of consultants established to regulate residents’ usage patterns.
Read on . . .
Banning Electric Kettles to Prevent Blackouts
“The limitations of weather-dependent renewables are more visible
than ever. If California’s large wind energy project is built, it will
provide less than half of the energy of California’s Diablo Canyon
nuclear plant Newsom is planning to close in 2025, and it will be
unreliable. During the heatwave-driven blackouts last summer, there
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was little wind in California or other Western states, meaning we can’t
count on wind energy when we need it most.”
– Why Biden’s Climate Agenda is Falling Apart, Michael Shellenberger,
May 27, 2021

It’s not a stereotype. The English are obsessed with drinking tea,
especially during the hours when soap operas are aired. The British electric
grid confirms this fact. Coronation Street, launched by ITV in 1960, and
East Enders, debuting in 1985 on the BBC, are two very popular soap
operas. At the conclusion of each episode, almost two million teakettles
are turned on at the same time.
“Each teakettle requires 1 – 2 kilowatts,” Michael Webber highlights,
“creating a power surge of about 3 gigawatts for 3 – 5 minutes.” This
massive demand requires standby power idling nearby in order to meet
the need [1]. Webber notes, “The English teakettle surge requires having
standby power on the ready, including power plants in France and a
pumped hydroelectric facility in Wales that stores electricity by elevating
water so it can run downhill at a moment’s notice when the power is
needed.”

Boiling water for coffee or tea using electricity is inefficient. Natural
gas cooktops provide a better transfer of heat and eliminate the surge
impact on the electric grid.
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The Super Bowl Surge – It’s Not What You Think
The teakettle surge is reminiscent of the wastewater surge that happens
when Americans watch the Super Bowl and take nearly simultaneous toilet
breaks at halftime and after the game.
Mike Saucer, a decade ago, cited the New York Post, which reported on
the impact of the ‘Super Bowl Flush:’ “By measuring how much water was
drawn from local reservoirs to fill up empty toilet tanks, the pattern was
clear: a dramatic usage dropoff (7 percent) at kickoff and into the first
quarter, and a huge demand for water at halftime (a jump of 4.5% from
the previous week at the same time) and immediately after the game (13
percent).”
Saucer concluded, “In fact, so many people flushed after the game that
year (when the Giants defeated the Patriots) that Hillview Reservoir in
Yonkers, a 30-feet-deep, 164-acre body of water which supplies New York
City’s drinking water, dropped a full two inches.”
The good news is electricity usage is generally down during Super Bowl
watch parties. Televisions require less than 0.4 kilowatts, compared with
other energy-intensive appliances such as the washing machine (2.5
kilowatts) or water heater (4 kilowatts). “During the Super Bowl when the
TVs are on,” a policy analyst for Chester Energy and Policy writes,
“households are significantly less likely to be using these more electricityconsumptive appliances (not to mention many households would regularly
have their TVs on during these hours anyway) and thus overall electricity
demand noticeably drops.” [2]
Solutions to Surges
Heating water with natural gas cooktops instead of using electricity to boil
water to brew tea relieves the electric grid of those stressful demand
surges. Besides, it’s more efficient and economical. Years ago, a Stanford
study revealed that a gas stove was the best way to boil water, ahead of
the following methods:
– An electric kettle with grid electricity,
– An electric stove with grid electricity,
– A microwave [3].
Similarly, policy wonks in the wastewater arena, suggest recording the
Super Bowl game and watching it later to alleviate reservoir water drops
and spread out the pre-game electricity consumption required to prepare
food for those “live” watch parties.
Regulators with a religious zeal care not for football fans or tea drinkers.
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They only care about reining in what they see as obnoxious behavior of
residents under their purview. Football fans and tea drinkers beware.
What else will they think up next, as they ponder precious new policies,
coffee in hand? Oops. Don’t they need boiled water for that coffee? Maybe
not, if they’re true believers. “The greenest way to get your caffeine fix is
to make cold brew coffee and a reusable filter,” says Leigh Matthews [4]
for Leaf Score, “but what if you like the convenience of a coffee maker?”
That’s a good question offered up by those hot coffee lovers.
“When that which is being prohibited was previously widely available
and the source of convenience and affordability, taking it away is folly.
In other words, prohibition is a bad tactic . . . Instead, I believe the
way you move the needle toward actual sustainability is through
technical advancement and affordability. LED lights and variable-speed
pumps have caught on not because of some kind of government
mandate, but because they’re more efficient. They’re better
mousetraps and they save money.
– Eric Herman, February 2020, on banning natural gas in some
California towns
“If the ends justify the means, there’s not much they won’t do!”
- Variation of an oft-used phrase
[1] A number of sources have reported on the surge in electrical demand when
electric kettles are turned on:Power Trip: The Story of Energy, Michael E.
Webber, 2019, Basic Books, New York, pp. 45 – 46; and, Mark Raby, “Tea Time
in Britain Causes Predictable, Massive Surge in Electricity Demand,” GeekCetera, January 7, 2013; and, http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2017/05/ukreally-experience-power-surges-soap-operas-finish/.
[2] “That combination of people gathering together as opposed to being in
separate households and using TVs instead of other appliances satisfyingly
explains the drop in power use during the game. We could also conjecture that
power use goes up before the game as people are getting the energy intensive
chores (washing clothes, vacuuming, washing dishes, etc.) done earlier in the
day before heading out to their Super Bowl gathering. They might also be
preparing food to enjoy during the big game using their
ovens/microwaves/stove tops in these early afternoon hours when they would
not normally be in the kitchen.”
http://chesterenergyandpolicy.com/2018/01/31/super-bowl-sunday-andelectricity-demand-what-happens-in-cities-with-super-bowl-teams-and-hostcities/
[3] https://stanfordmag.org/contents/the-best-way-to-boil-water-nitty-gritty
[4] Leigh Matthews is a health and wellness writer and a self-described “vegan,
environmentalist, and zero-waste, self-sufficiency wannabe.”
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Rob Koslowsky
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Item 2

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ROB KOSLOWSKY
ROBERT KOSLOWSKY
Banning Pools and their Power Hungry Circulating Pumps to Prevent Summer Blackouts
Monday, August 23, 2021 5:40:09 AM
Logos for Pool Associations.png

Banning Pools and their Power Hungry Circulating Pumps to
Prevent Summer Blackouts
My previous two notes highlighted that the underlying message by the State, imploring
Californians to stop using power between 4 in the afternoon and 10 at night, is to make up,
in part, for the growing demand of electricity attributed to mandated government insistence
on all-electric homes and electric vehicles (EVs). To offset consumer increase for more
electricity and to Keep it Golden, plans are in the works to ensure more efficiency (more
regulation) in household appliances and the eventual outright ban of specific power-hungry
electrical devices (in the form of yet-to-be-announced penalties).
Three of these offending appliance groups are hair dryers and irons, electric kettles for
boiling water, and pool pumps. In the first edition of this three-part series, I reviewed the
“dangers” of using hair dryers and steam irons, plus curling irons. In the second edition, I
reviewed the “dangers” of using teakettles and electric kettles, plus latte machines or
frothers.
In this third edition, the offending pool pump is examined for its “threat” to Californians’
electric grid. Defining out-of-favor home appliances is just another volley in a long list of
concerted government attempts to tamp down the need for electricity, since round-theclock power production has been deemed bad for the environment. Nature, the State of
California insists, will define when humanity has access to power, i.e., when the sun shines
and when the wind blows, not when people need it.
Most Californians disagree with continued government interference and control over how to
use their energy, when to use their energy, and the increasing costs needed to fund the
government bureaucracy and armies of consultants established to regulate residents’ usage
patterns.
Read on . . .

Banning Pools and their Power Hungry Pool Pumps to Prevent
Summer Blackouts
“There are facilities that need large volumes of heated water, such as
hotel or resort spas, or even medical hydrotherapy facilities. And large
in-ground custom spas, often attached to a pool, could be negatively
impacted. In those situations, there is a valid question as to how to
efficiently heat large bodies of water to spa temperatures without fossil
fuel.”
– Eric Herman, February 2020, on banning natural gas in some
California towns
“California’s 1.2 million residential pools and spas and 40,000
commercial swimming pools and spas account for only 4% of the
natural gas consumption in the state. According to the California Air
Resources Board, natural gas consumption in California residential
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buildings account for only 7% of greenhouse gas emissions.”
– “Stay out of my gas!” California bans Gas Heaters, BBQs, Stoves,
Service Industry News, June 30, 2020

Pool pumps drive demand for electricity. “Each one draws about 0.5 to 1
kilowatts,” reports Michael Webber, “but unlike the teakettle or hair dryer,
they work around the clock during swimming season to circulate water in
the backyard pool.”
During the summer months, one study done in Canada [1] concluded “pool
pumps are responsible for nearly 8 percent of the peak power demand in a
neighborhood, and can be 20 percent of a home’s peak electricity demand
in the summer months.”
The study recorded the average hourly energy consumption of a circulating
pump is 0.74 kilowatts. If the pool pump runs for 12 hours, almost 9
kilowatt-hours (kWh) of power is consumed, not including the power
needed to operate the pool heater when required. That’s $3 each day or
$21 per week to circulate the pool water.
The study added, “The peak load can be reduced by 8.48% [around 5
p.m.] by controlling circulating pumps.” This control can be set by the
homeowner or mandated by a regulating authority. Government
authorities argue that controlling the activity periods of pool pumps would
be more palatable than controlling air conditioning since it would result in
very little impact on user comfort.
Circulating pool pumps contribute more than 20 percent of energy
consumption of homes with swimming pools, a cost that, to date, has not
raised eyebrows with those homeowners, not even at California’s elevated
33 cents per kilowatt-hour rates [2].
Generally, residential homes with swimming pools feature larger square
footage than those without. Even excluding the circulating pool pump
energy usage, the energy consumption of homes with swimming pools is
still larger than that of homes without swimming pools, due to different
lifestyles such as additional televisions, wine refrigerators, a second
refrigerator and more.
Raising Eyebrows
But the cost to heat a pool without a natural gas heater, in favor of electric
heat pumps to raise water temperature, will raise those eyebrows. The
cost to elevate water temperatures becomes exorbitant, in the range of
hundreds of dollars. And technically, electric heaters cannot easily do the
job to heat pool water; natural gas water heaters are required. As Michael
Baker of Atlantis Pools wrote, in April 2020, “Natural gas is cheap,
efficient, abundant . . . It's not efficient at all to heat a pool with
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electricity. I've worked on a few Coates electric heaters on very small
pools. They pull 100 amps of electricity [and] heated the water extremely
slow.”

Adding together the 9 kWh to run the circulating pump for 12 hours every
day and the 3,600 kWh (300 kW x 12 hours) needed to heat pool water by
7 degrees, banning pool heaters results in 361 electric vehicles (EVs) that
could be charged every day (at 10 kWh of EV power consumption per day)
[3]. No wonder California’s 1.6 million-plus pools are being targeted for
downsizing or removal by the State in favor of putting 50 million EVs on
the road.
On the economics of electric versus natural gas heating of water, Baker
adds, “They probably were costing the customer 15 times what natural gas
would have cost them to heat the pool. People should be able to choose
how they want to heat their pool.”
On the installation front, Baker observes that electric heating installers
must be vigilant regarding safety, “Coates doesn't even recommend their
electric heaters be GCFI protected because it's difficult to find a GCFI 100
amp breaker. I couldn't find one. I don't care how good the grounding and
bonding is, I never put people in water with a heating element without
GCFI protection . . . 100 amps would fry a person if a heating element
10

shorted out.”
Mandating Smaller Lot Sizes – Government Choosing Which Businesses
Will Be Closed
Maybe such challenges go away if small pools have to be installed on everdecreasing lot sizes being mandated by California or personal pools
become outlawed all together [4]. Companies such as Leslie’s Swimming
Pool Supplies may be forced to exit the state. Public pools could soon
become distant memories, filled in and paved over to make room for EV
charging stations.
The California Pool and Spa Association (CPSA) wrote to its members
about natural gas bans and forced use of electric heat-pump water-heaters
[5], “For pool builders, there are going to be substantial obstacles.
Reduced lot sizes for new homes will restrict the size of pool equipment
pads, a significant issue for heat-pump water-heaters. Less demand for
built-in spas due to the increased cost of heating, less demand for outside
kitchens and water/fire features as part of the pool construction projects,
and less demand for commercial pools and spas.”
In a state that is ideal for pool ownership, this personal water feature
could become a thing of the past [6]. If not for diminishing lot sizes and
forced electric heating of water (very high costs), the lack of water to fill
pools or spas due to droughts may signal their downfall.
The future of a healthy and thriving pool and spa industry is in jeopardy,
pushed into a negative trajectory by the very government seeking to
regulate it and its customers, mostly homeowners and renters.
“Heating water efficiently with electricity is a technical challenge, and
it’s one worth solving for places like California where kilowatt-hour
costs hover near [33] cents, and that’s true whether gas lines are
banned or not.”
– Eric Herman, February 2020, on banning natural gas in some
California towns
“A poll conducted by the California Building Industry Association
(CBIA) found when purchasing a home, only one-in-ten consumers
would choose solely electrical appliances and two-thirds of voters
oppose eliminating the use of natural gas! These are very strong
numbers, and you can bet this poll did not question consumers on their
views of the government taking away their natural gas barbecues,
fireplaces, fire pits or spa heaters. If they had, these poll numbers
would have been much higher.”
– “Stay out of my gas!” California bans Gas Heaters, BBQs, Stoves,
Service Industry News, June 30, 2020
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[1] Canada is not exactly the hot spot for swimming. However, the Ontariobased study, funded primarily by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, was
completed in 2017: C. Song et al., “An Analysis on the Energy Consumption of
Circulating Pumps of Residential Swimming Pools for Peak Load Management.”
https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~cath/song2017.pdf
[2] https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/rate-plans/how-rateswork/Residential-Rates-Plan-Pricing.pdf. California utilities are offering slightly
lower rates if you allow the utility to control your electric use during peak hours
by cycling your air-conditioning and other appliances to reduce their peak loads
on hot days, for example.
[3] It would currently cost $1,188 in electric costs [2] to raise the water
temperature seven degrees for a typical 20,000-gallon backyard pool, say from
68 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit using some form of electric heater. This assumes
the air temperature doesn’t drop below 68 degrees for long periods of time and
winds remain light during each 24-hour period. Depending on the weather, this
$1,188 cost would not be incurred daily since water, although costly to heat,
retains its heat for a good length of time. However, it is much more costeffective to heat pool water with a natural gas water heater rather than via
electrical means.
[4] Convert Your Garage, Give Up Your Backyard, Solve the State’s Housing
Crisis, submitted by R.K. Koslowsky, April 26, 2020.
[5] “CPSA filed a letter with the Commission objecting to these [reach code]
ordinances on the basis that they undermine the purpose of statewide building
codes and violate the charge of the CEC: ‘to encourage the balanced use of all
energy sources and to avoid possible undesirable consequences of reliance on a
single source of energy.’”

https://thecpsa.org/new-building-codes-in-effect-some-cities-banningnatural-gas/

With respect to the drought and preventing the filling of newly built pools, both
the Pool & Hot Tub Alliance, based in Alexandria, Virginia and the California Pool
& Spa Association, wrote, “In the state’s guidebook for Urban Water
Management Plans the State of California's only water conservation restriction
relative to swimming pools and spas is to recommend that cities require pools
to be covered when not in use. A pool that is covered when not in use can save
up to 97% of the water lost through evaporation.” The national and state
associations highlight that “the swimming pool and spa industry creates
approximately $50,000 in local economic impact for each new pool built. At
about $903.00 per acre-feet, the pool and spa industry has the highest
economic impact per acre-feet of water used than any other industry in
California except high tech.” Furthermore, according to these trade
associations, “The swimming pool and spa industry employs more people per
acre-feet of water used than any industry in the state at 11,797 people
employed.”
[6] “The dangers of backyard pools have to be balanced against the dangers of
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not having them,” said Bill Poser in February 2014, commenting on efforts to
ban swimming pools. “It seems likely that backyard pools contribute to public
health in two ways: (a) by increasing the cardiovascular fitness of the people
who use them, who might exercise less if they did not have access to backyard
pools; (b) by teaching children to swim and keeping up the swimming ability of
adults. Here again, one can learn to swim elsewhere, but it is likely that the
availability of backyard pools brings about swimming instruction and practice
that would otherwise not occur.”

Rob Koslowsky
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Item 4
ATTACHMENT 1
DRAFT MINUTES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED LATER
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Item 5b

As heat island effects worsen due to climate
change, cities try to adapt

New trees and lighter pavement are among the cooling measures to help tackle worsening
urban heat islands.
Published Aug. 17, 2021
By
Katie Pyzyk Contributor
•
•
•
•
•

Mario Tama via Getty Images
Buckling roads and melting streetcar cables during the record high temperatures in the
Pacific Northwest illustrate that “heat wave” is a buzz word this summer, and scientists
blame climate change. The heat waves exacerbate the urban heat island effect, in
which city temperatures are several degrees hotter than their surrounding areas largely
due to manmade infrastructure like buildings and roads absorbing and re-emiting the
sun's heat. Many cities aren’t sitting idly by: They’re implementing cooling measures to
improve health, safety, resilience and livability.

Cooling concepts
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Recent research on urban heat islands has brought increased awareness to the
effects it has on residents and wildlife, its ties to climate change and the actions that
could help cities lessen the hazards.
Bangor, Maine; Chicago; Denver; and Portland, Oregon are among the slew of cities
turning to the short-term solution of setting up cooling centers to offer residents relief
during heat waves and reduce the risk of excessive heat-related health incidents. But
cooling centers don't reduce a city's heat intensity. Many cities are implementing longterm strategies to reduce the urban heat island effect by rethinking and reworking
future development and adding natural or built infrastructure to cities: trees and green
spaces, green roofs, reflective "cool roof" coatings and "cool pavement."
In 2015, Los Angeles tested a light gray pavement coating on a city parking lot that
reflects more sunlight than dark asphalt. The cool pavement absorbs less heat to keep
street surface temperatures cooler, sometimes by dozens of degrees. After launching
another pilot in 2017 in residential neighborhoods, L.A. saw surface temperatures drop
10-20 degrees in areas with the cool pavement.
Los Angeles was one of the first cities in the U.S. to pilot cool pavement at "a
reasonable scale," said Kurt Shickman, executive director of the Global Cool Cities
Alliance. The city also installed new manmade and natural shade coverings, provided
access to potable water and identified not just where it's hot but where people are
actually spending time outside, he said.
“They've done a nice job of looking at where people are walking in Los Angeles... and
thinking through what kind of passive cooling measures could be applied in areas where
people congregate or are walking to reduce heat stress," Shickman said.
Phoenix is currently running a cool pavement pilot and anticipates publishing
preliminary results by the end of this year. Phoenix is also in the process of updating its
climate action plan, which includes a section dedicated to heat. Strategies include
increasing shade overall and creating a network of 30 "cool corridors" in vulnerable
communities by 2030 with more shade along specified routes that people travel
between home, work and entertainment.
The heat problem seems similar across cities when looking at the raw temperature
disparities, but heat island causes differ by location. The news organization Climate
Central released a report this summer listing the top 20 U.S. cities for urban heat
intensity, including key causes for each city: population density, impermeable surfaces,
building height and how well surfaces reflect light. It also included an index score
comparing the potential difference in a city’s temperature and its non-urban
surroundings. New Orleans ranked the highest with a nearly 9-degree disparity.
Newark, New Jersey; New York City; Houston; and San Francisco round out the cities
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with the highest index scores, all of which were more than 7 degrees hotter than
surrounding communities.
"I think a lot of people... were a bit surprised to see New Orleans topping the list," said
Michael Karam, director of New Orleans' parks and parkways department. "But anyone
who has a good appreciation of the history of New Orleans — and especially the
development patterns — can appreciate that part of that was the result of the densely
populated urban grid. It's an old city that was laid out with narrow streets and smaller
parcel sizes. We don't have significant green spaces around structures."
Numerous city departments are working on initiatives to mitigate heat, and Karam's
department focuses on increasing the city's tree canopy and green infrastructure.
Heat isn't solely a problem in traditionally warm western and southern cities. It actually
could be considered an even greater threat in northern climates, Shickman said.
"If you look at Phoenix or another city in the Southwest, the penetration of air
conditioning is pretty high, even in low income communities, because they're always
hot. The buildings are adapted to it," he said. "If you go to Portland or Chicago… these
are communities where buildings aren't built for heat and their bodies are not prepared
for the heat."
More than 200 people died from heat-related causes in Oregon and Washington during
June’s unprecedented temperatures. More than 700 people, most of whom were elderly
and low-income, died when a triple-digit heat wave swept Chicago for five days in 1995.
Get smart cities news like this in your inbox daily. Subscribe to Smart Cities
Dive:
Email:
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Item 6b
Site #

Address/Property Name

APN

Property Owner

Size

Zoning

1 501 Asti Rd/SMART property

116-260-047

SMART

2.69-acres

PI

2 Asti Road (not in City limits)
3 101 ROW behind Clark

116-310-047

City
Caltrans

2.18-acres

N/A
N/A

4 Furber Park

116-320-033

City

5.79-acres

PI

5 442 W. Second St/City Park

001-051-023

City

6.91-acres

PI

Pros
Parking available, distance to
dwellings
City owned, distance to
dwellings
large area
City owned, park amenities
exists
City owned, park amenities
exists

N/A
PI

Annex process underway,
possibly combo memorial/dog
park, distance to dwellings,
property owner open to
memorial idea
City owned

6 28001 Hwy 101 (not yet in City)
7 Vintage Park

117-040-032
116-510-087

Petaluma Butane Dist. Inc
City

4.27-acres
1.90-acres

Cons
Not City owned
outside City limits
proximity to dwellings
proximity to dwellings
proximity to dwellings, not
included in master plan

Not city owned
proximity to dwellings
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Item 6b
SITE 1
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

501 Asti Road - SMART District property
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Item 6b
SITE 2
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

APN 116-310-047 - City property outside City limits
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Item 6b

SITE 3
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

Caltrans right-of-way behind Clark Avenue
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Item 6b
SITE 4
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

Furber Park – City owned property
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Item 6b

SITE 5
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

442 W. Second Street- City Park
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Item 6b
SITE 6
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

28001 Hwy 101
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Item 6b

SITE 7
Dog park site potential

POTENTIAL
SITE

Vintage Park
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